Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Viewing images larger than the user's display screen is now a common occurrence. It occurs both because the spatial resolution of digital images that people interact with continues to increase and because of the increasing variety of smaller resolution screens in use today (desktops, laptops, PDAs, cell phones, etc.). This leads to an increased need for interaction techniques that enable the user to successfully and quickly navigate images larger than their screen size.

People view large digital images on a computer screen in many different kinds of situations. This paper draws from work in many fields to address one of the most common tasks in medical imaging, finding a specific small-scale feature in a very large image. An example is mammographers looking for microcalcifications or masses in mammograms. For this study, large images are defined as images that have a spatial resolution significantly larger than their viewing device, i.e., at least several times larger in area. It may additionally be constrained by the user operating within a window on that screen that further constrains the available resolution. For instance, a user may wish to navigate a digital mammogram image that is 40,000 × 50,000 pixels on a personal computer screen that is 1,024 × 768 pixels in a window of size 800 × 600 pixels.

In the past, computer and network speeds limited the speed at which such large images could be manipulated by the display device, limiting the types of interaction techniques available and their effectiveness. As computer and network speeds have increased, it is now possible to interactively manipulate images by panning and zooming them in real time on most computer-based display systems, including the graphics cards found on standard personal computers. The availability of interactive techniques supporting real-time panning and zooming provides for the possibility of improved human--computer interactions. However, most interactions in existing commercial applications as well as freely available ones do not take advantage of improved interaction techniques or necessarily use the techniques best suited for capabilities of their particular display device. To test different interaction techniques, five different interaction techniques supported by imaging applications were selected.

In order to quantitatively compare the performance of different techniques, we must be able to measure their performance on a specific task. There are many types of tasks and contexts in which users view large images. In this study, we chose to examine the task of finding a particular small-scale feature within a large image. This task was chosen because it is a common task in medical imaging, as well as in other related fields such as satellite imaging.[@CR1],[@CR2] In addition to the interaction technique, the speed of updating the image view may affect the quality of the interaction. Several factors can affect the update rate, including processor speed and network connection speed. Increasingly, radiologists read from teleradiology systems, where images may be displayed on their local computer from a remote image server. To model this situation where images may be loaded over a slower internet connection, as compared to directly from the local computer memory, two display update rate conditions were tested. The slower update rate also corresponds to the typically slower computational speeds of small devices (PDAs, cell phones) and serves to model these situations as well. A change in the speed of image updates on the screen can dramatically affect the user experience resulting from the same interaction technique. To address this issue, we tested five different interaction techniques, with each technique evaluated with both a fast and a slow update rate.

Background and Related Work {#Sec2}
===========================

There has been interest in viewing large digital images since the start of digital computers and especially since the advent of raster image displays. Several decades ago, researchers began to consider digital image interpretation in the context of image display.[@CR3] Today, digital image viewing and interpretation plays a vital role in many fields, including much of medical practice. Digital images are now routinely used for much of medical practice including radiology.[@CR4]--[@CR6]

This paper is concerned with navigational and diagnostic uses (as defined by Plaisant et al.[@CR7]) of digital images when displayed on screens of significantly smaller size. We limited our focus to techniques used on standard computing devices, i.e., not having special displays or input devices and used geometric zooming. Nongeometrical methods (like fisheye lens zooming) are not considered because the size and spatial distortions that occur to the images are not acceptable in medical imaging practice. Interfaces that provide the ability to zoom and pan an image have been termed "zoomable" interfaces in the human--computer interaction literature.[@CR8] Two well-developed environments that support development and testing of general zoomable interfaces are the Pad++[@CR9] and Jazz toolkits.[@CR10] To date, few studies have examined digital image viewing from the perspective of maximizing effective interface design for the task of navigating and searching out features within a single large image. There is, however, a significant body of literature in related areas.

Studies on Related Topics {#Sec3}
-------------------------

Many researchers have examined the transition from analog to digital presentations, especially in medical imaging.[@CR11]--[@CR16] Substantial work has been done with nongeometrical zoomable interfaces including semantic zooming,[@CR8],[@CR17] distortion-based methods (fisheye),[@CR18]--[@CR20] and sweet spots on large screens.[@CR21] A summary of these different types of methods can be found in Schaffer et al..[@CR22] Additionally, much work has focused on searching through collections of objects. Examples include a single image from a collection of images,[@CR9],[@CR23]--[@CR26] viewing large text documents or collections of documents,[@CR22],[@CR27] and viewing web pages.[@CR28] Methods that involve changing the speed of panning depending on the zoom scale may have some relevance to our results. These methods have been developed to allow users to move slowly at small scales (fine detail) and more quickly over large scales (overviews). Cockburn et al.[@CR29] found that two different speed-dependent automatic zooming interfaces performed better than fixed speed or scrollbar interfaces when searching for notable locations in a large one-dimensional textual document. Ware and Fleet[@CR30] tested five different choices for automatically adjusting the panning speed, primarily based on zoom scale. They found that two of the adaptive automatic methods worked better than three other options, including fixed speed panning, for the task of finding small-scale boxes artificially added to a large map. Their task differs from our study in that their targets were easily identified at the fine-detail scale. Difficult-to-detect targets require slower, more careful panning at the fine-detail scale, which probably negates the advantage of automatic zooming methods for our task.

Closely Related Studies {#Sec4}
-----------------------

One of the first articles addressing navigational techniques for large images was the article of Beard and Walker,[@CR31] which found that pointer-based pan and zoom techniques performed better than scrollbars for navigating large-image spaces to locate specific words located on tree nodes. They followed this work with a review of the requirements and design principles for radiological workstations[@CR32],[@CR33] and an evaluation of the relative effects of available screen space and system response time on the interpretation speed of radiologists.[@CR34],[@CR35] In general, faster response times for the user interface, larger screen space, and simpler interfaces (mental models) performed better.[@CR33] This was followed by timing studies that established that computer workstations using navigational techniques to interact with images larger than the physical screen size could perform as well or better than their analog radiology film-based displays.[@CR11],[@CR16],[@CR34],[@CR35] Gutwin and Fedak[@CR20] studied the effect of displaying standard workstation application interfaces on small screen devices like PDAs. They found that techniques that supported zooming (fisheye, standard zoom) were more effective than just panning and that determining which technique was most effective depended on the task. Kaptelinin[@CR36] studied scrollbars and pointer panning, the latter method evaluated with and without zooming and overviews. His test set was a large array of folder icons, with the overall image size nine times the screen size. Users were required to locate and open the folders to complete the task. He found the pointer panning technique performed faster than scrollbars and was qualitatively preferred, likely due to it not requiring panning movements to be broken down into separate horizontal and vertical scrollbar movements. Also, he found the addition of zooming to improve task speed. Hemminger[@CR37] evaluated several different digital large-image interaction techniques as a preliminary step in choosing one technique (Pointer) to compare computer monitor versus analog film display for mammography readings[@CR16]. However, the evaluation was based on the users' qualitative judgments and did not compare the techniques quantitatively.

Despite the relative lack of research in the specific area of digital-image-viewing techniques, many applications exist for viewing digital photographs, images, and maps. Online map providers such as Mapquest (available at <http://www.mapquest.com>, accessed September 2005) and Google Maps (available at <http://maps.google.com/>, accessed September 2005), as well as the National Imagery and Mapping Agency[@CR38] and the United States Geological Survey[@CR39] provide map viewing and navigating capabilities to site visitors. Specialized systems, such as the Senographe DMR (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA), are used for detection tasks by radiologists; software packages such as ArcView GIS[@CR40] support digital viewing of feature (raster) data or image data. Berinstein[@CR41] reviewed five image-viewing software packages with zooming capabilities, VuePrint, VidFun, Lens, GraphX, and E-Z Viewer, which were frequently used by libraries. The transition from film to digital cameras for the consumer market has resulted in a wide selection of photographic image manipulation applications.

These tools use a variety of different interaction techniques to give viewers access to images at different resolutions. There are two basic classes of interactions involved. The first is zooming, which refers to the magnification of the image. The spatial resolution of the image as it is originally acquired is referred to as the "full resolution." Different zoom levels that shrink the image in spatial resolution are provided so that the image can be shrunk down to fit the screen. The second operation is panning, which refers to the spatial movement through the image at its current zoom level. Most tools use some combination of these two techniques. Prominent paradigms for zooming in and out of images and some example applications that use them include: the use of onscreen buttons--toolbars,[@CR35]--[@CR39] clicking within an image to magnify a small portion of that image (FFView available at <http://www.feedface.com/projects/ffview.html>, accessed September 2005), or clicking within the image to magnify the entire image with the clicked point at the center (ArcView GIS[@CR40]). Prominent image-panning paradigms and example applications include the use of scroll bars (Mapquest available at <http://www.mapquest.com>, accessed September 2005; Microsoft Office Picture Manager and MicroSoft Office Paint available at <http://microsoft.com>, accessed September 2005; Adobe PhotoShop available at <http://adobe.com/>, 2005),[@CR40] moving a "magnification area" over the image in the manner of a magnifying glass (FFView available at <http://www.feedface.com/projects/ffview.html>, accessed September 2005), clicking on arrows or using the keyboard arrows to move over an image (Mapquest available at <http://www.mapquest.com>, accessed September 2005), panning vertically only via the mouse scroll wheel (Adobe PhotoShop available at <http://adobe.com/>, 2005),[@CR42] and dragging the image via a pointer device movement (Google Maps available at <http://maps.google.com/>, accessed September 2005; Microsoft Office Picture Manager and MicroSoft Office Paint available at <http://microsoft.com>, accessed September 2005).

Thus, while many systems exist to view digital images and digital image viewing is considered an important component of practice in many fields, there is no guidance from the literature regarding what geometric zoomable interaction techniques are best suited for navigating large images and, in particular, for the task of finding small features of interest within an image.

Materials and Methods {#Sec5}
=====================

The main hypothesis was to determine which of five different commonly used types of interaction techniques were the most effective for helping observers detect small-scale features in large images and which of the techniques were qualitatively preferred by the users. Secondary aims include testing the main hypothesis when interaction techniques had slow update rates (such as might occur in teleradiology) and trying to identify major features of the interaction techniques that caused their success or failure. The study was comprised of both quantitative and qualitative parts. The quantitative part was the experiment to measure the users' speed at finding features in large images when using different interaction techniques. There were three qualitative parts of the study: observations by the experimenter of the subjects during the experiment, a postexperiment questionnaire, and a qualitative comparison by the subject of all five interaction techniques on a single test image.

Pilot Experiment {#Sec6}
----------------

To ensure we had developed the image-viewing techniques effectively and chosen appropriate targets within the images, we ran a pilot experiment. Three observers, who did not participate in the study, participated in the pilot. They each viewed 60 images using each of the five fast versions of the techniques to ensure that appropriate targets had been selected and to identify problems with the implementations of the techniques themselves. They then viewed ten images using each of the five slow versions of the techniques. Feedback from the pilot observers was used to refine the techniques and to eliminate target choices that, on average, were extremely simple or extremely difficult to locate. Measurements of the pilot observers completion times were also used to estimate the number of training trials needed to reach proficiency with the techniques. Once the experiment began, the techniques and targets were fixed.

Experimental Design {#Sec7}
-------------------

### Quantitative {#Sec8}

This study evaluated five different interaction techniques at two update rates (fast, slow) to determine which technique and update rate combinations were the most effective in terms of speed at finding a target within the image. Because the same interaction technique when used at a different update rate can have a substantially different user interaction, each of the combinations is treated as a separate method. An analysis of variance study design using a linear model for the task completion time was chosen to compare the performance of the ten different methods. The images used in the study were large grayscale satellite images with very small features to be detected. These images were chosen because they are of a similar size to the largest digital medical images; they were representative of the general visual task as well as the medical imaging specific task, and they allowed the use of student observers. In a prior work of Puff et al.,[@CR42] it was established that the student's performance on such basic visual detection tasks served as a cost-effective surrogate for radiologist's performance.

The task of finding a small target within a large image is naturally variable, affected by the image contents and each observer's individual searching style. To minimize variance in each user's performance, users received a significant amount of training to become proficient with the interaction method on which they would be tested. The number of study trials was also chosen to be large enough to help control for this variability. This led to having each user only perform with a single interaction method because the alternative (a within subject design) would have been prohibitive due to the number of trials required if each participant was to test with all ten interaction methods.

A total of 40 participants were recruited by flyers and e-mail for the study. Participants had to be over 18 years of age and have good vision (corrected was acceptable). They were students, faculty, and staff from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (primarily graduate students from the School of Information and Library Science). Thirty-one participants were women and nine were men.

Each participant completed five demonstration images, 40 training images, and 120 study images for the experiment. They were each randomly assigned one of the ten interaction methods, which they used for the entire study. At the beginning of the first session, the participant completed an Institutional Review Board consent form. Then, the experimenter explained the purpose and format of the study and demonstrated the image-viewing tool with the five-image demonstration set. Next, the participant completed the training set of 40 images, followed by the study set. The study set consisted of 120 images in a randomized order, partitioned into four sets. The presentation order of the four image sets was counterbalanced across observers. Participants read images in multiple sessions. Most observers read in five separate sessions (training set and four study sets), although some completed it in fewer by doubling up sessions. Participants were required to take mandatory breaks (10 min/h) during the sessions to avoid fatigue. At the beginning of each new session, the participant was asked to complete a five-image retraining set to refamiliarize them with the interaction tool before beginning the next study image set. If time between sessions exceeded 1 week, participants were required to complete a ten-image retraining set.

### Qualitative {#Sec9}

During the experiment, the researcher took notes on the observer's performance, problems they encountered, and unsolicited comments they made during the test. When participants had completed all of the image sets, they completed the postexperiment questionnaire ("Appendix [1](#Sec25){ref-type="sec"}"). Last, they were asked to try all of the interaction techniques using an additional test image to compare the methods and then rank them.

Images, Targets, and Screen Size {#Sec10}
--------------------------------

To test the viewing mechanisms, participants were asked to find targets, or specific details, within a number of digital grayscale photographs of Orange County, NC, USA. These photographs are 5,000 × 5,000 pixels in size and were produced by the US Geological Survey. Since participants were asked to find small details within the images, knowledge of Orange County did not assist participants in task completion. The targets were subparts of the full digital photograph and are 170 × 170 pixels in size. They were parts of small image features such landscapes, roads, and houses, which could be uniquely identified but only at high resolution. Target locations were evenly distributed across the images, so that results from participants who began each search in a particular location would not be biased. "Appendix [2](#Sec26){ref-type="sec"}" shows the distribution of targets within the images, for the 160 images in the training and test sets. The screen resolution of the computer display was 1,152 × 864 pixels, and the actual size of the display area for the image was 1,146 × 760 pixels. Thus, only about 3.5% of the full-resolution image could be shown on the screen at one time. "Appendix [3](#Sec27){ref-type="sec"}" shows a full image and an example target from that image.

Presentation and Zoom Levels {#Sec11}
----------------------------

We tested five types of image-viewing techniques in the study. Each technique supported the following capabilities: Ability to view both the image and the visual target at all times. The visual target was always onscreen at full resolution so that, if participants were viewing the image at full resolution, they would be able to see the target at an identical scale.The entire image could be seen at once (by shrinking the image to fit the screen).All parts of the image were able to be viewed at full resolution, although only a small portion of the full image could be seen at once when doing this.Ability to choose a portion of the image as the target and get feedback as to whether the selection was correct or not.

An example screenshot is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, showing the Pointer interaction method at zoom level 3 (ZL3). The target can be seen in the upper-right corner. Fig. 1Sample screen from the Pointer interaction technique. The target is shown on the ***top right***. The navigation overview is on the ***upper left***, with ***crosshairs*** showing the current cursor location. The user is currently at Zoom Level 3 and positioned slightly above and left of the center of the full image.

Users would strike a key to begin the next trial. The application would time how long it took until they correctly identified the target. Identification of the target was done by the user hitting the spacebar while the cursor was over the target. Users would continue to search for and guess the target location until they found it correctly.

Four levels of zoom were defined to represent the image from a size where the whole image could be seen at once in ZL1 to the full-resolution image in ZL4. The choice of four zoom levels was determined by having the difference between adjacent zoom levels be a factor of 2 in each dimension based on previous work that found this to be an efficient ratio between zoom levels, performing faster than continuous zoom for similar tasks[@CR33],[@CR37]. The image sizes for the four zoom levels were 675 × 675 pixels (ZL1), 1,250 × 1,250 pixels (ZL2), 2,500 × 2,500 pixels (ZL3), and 5,000 × 5,000 pixels (ZL4). Thus, when viewing the image at ZL4, only about 1/28th of the image could be seen on the screen at any one time. The MagLens and Section techniques used only one intermediate zoom level, in both cases similar to ZL3 of the other three techniques. The same terminology (ZL1, ZL2, ZL3, ZL4) is used to describe the zoom levels consistently between all the methods, with their specific differences described in the next section. "Appendix [4](#Sec28){ref-type="sec"}" contains an illustration of the four zoom levels. Resizing the image between zoom levels was done via a bilinear interpolation.

Interaction Techniques {#Sec12}
----------------------

Based on our review of the literature and techniques commonly available, we chose five different interaction techniques to evaluate.

### ScrollBar {#Sec13}

The ScrollBar technique allows the participant to pan around the picture by manipulating horizontal and vertical scroll bars at the right and bottom edges of the screen, similar to many current image and text viewing applications, in particular Microsoft Office applications. Zooming in and out of the image is accomplished using two onscreen buttons (ZoomIn and ZoomOut), located in the upper-left-hand corner of the screen. Four levels of zoom were supported. Image zooming is centered about the previous image center.

### MagLens {#Sec14}

The MagLens technique shows the entire image (ZL1) while providing a square area (512 × 512 pixels) that acts as a magnifying glass (showing a higher-resolution view underneath it). Using the left mouse button, the participant may pan the MagLens over the image to view all parts of the image at the current zoom level. Clicking the right mouse button dynamically changes the zoom level at which the area beneath the MagLens is viewed. Only three levels of zoom were supported (ZL1, ZL3, ZL4) because the incremental difference of using ZL2 for the MagLens area was not found to be effective in the pilot experiment and was eliminated. Thus, if the zoom level is set to ZL1 the participant is viewing the entire image at ZL1 with no part of the image zoomed in to see higher resolution. If the participant clicks once, the MagLens square would then show the image below it at ZL3 while the image outside of the MagLens stays at ZL1. Clicking again would increase the zoom of the MagLens area to ZL4, and a further click cycles back to ZL1 (no zoomed area). This interface style is found on generic image-processing applications, especially in the sciences, engineering, and medicine.

Pointer {#Sec15}
-------

The Pointer technique allows the participant to zoom in and out of the image by clicking the right (magnify) and left (minify) mouse buttons. Zooming is centered on the location of the pointing device (cursor on screen). Thus, the user can point to and zoom in directly on an area of interest as opposed to centering it first and then zooming. The Pointer method supports all four zoom levels. Panning is accomplished by holding the left mouse button down and dragging the cursor. We found that many users strongly identified with one of two mental models for the panning motion: either they were grabbing a viewer above the map and moving it, or they were grabbing the map and moving it below a fixed viewer. This corresponded to the movement of the mouse drag matching the movement of the view (a right drag caused rightward movement of the map) or the inverse (right drag caused leftward map movement), respectively. A software setting controlled this. The experimenter observed their initial reaction during the demonstration trials and configured the technique to their preferred mental model. The individual components (panning by dragging) and pointer-based zooming are often implemented, although this particular combined interface was not commonly available until recently (for instance it is now available in GoogleMaps (available at <http://maps.google.com/>, accessed November 2007) using the scrollwheel for continuous zoom). It is similar to the original Pad++ interface[@CR9] which used the center and right mouse buttons for zooming in and out. The Pointer interface used in this study is the same one qualitatively chosen as the best of these same five (fast) techniques in a medical imaging study by Hemminger.[@CR37]

ArrowKey {#Sec16}
--------

The ArrowKey technique works similarly to the Pointer technique but uses the keyboard for manipulation instead of the mouse. The arrow keys on the keypad are used to pan the image in either a vertical or horizontal direction in small discrete steps. As with the Pointer interface, a software toggle controlled the correspondence between the key and the direction of movement and was configured to match the user's preference. The ArrowKey method supported all four levels of zoom. Zooming is accomplished by clicking on the keypad Ins key (zoom in) or Del key (zoom out). The technique always zooms into and out of the image at the point that is at the center of the screen. This interface sometimes serves as a secondary interface to a pointer device for personal computer applications; it is more common as a primary interface on mobile devices which have only small keypads for input.

Section {#Sec17}
-------

This technique conceptually divides each image into equal size sections and provides direct access to each section through the single push of a key. A section of keys on the computer keyboard were mapped to the image sections so as to maintain a spatial correspondence, i.e., pushing the key in the upper right causes the upper-right section of the image to be shown at a higher resolution. In our experiment, the screen area was divided into nine rectangles, which were mapped to the one to nine buttons on the keyboard's numeric keypad. The upper-left-hand section of the image would be selected and displayed at ZL3 by hitting key 7, the upper center by key 8, the upper right by key 9, and so forth. Once zoomed in to ZL3, the participant may zoom in further to ZL4 to see a portion of the ZL3 image at full resolution by striking another one of the one to nine keys. Thus, this technique allows the participant to view a total of 81 separate full-resolution sections, all accessible by two keystrokes. For instance, to see the upper rightmost of 81 sections, the participant would hit key 9 followed by key 9. To zoom out of any section, the participant presses the ZoomOut (insert) key on the numeric keypad. An overlap of the sections is intentionally built in at the section boundaries, as illustrated in "Appendix [5](#Sec29){ref-type="sec"}." This allows participants to access targets that may otherwise have been split across section boundaries. The Section method supports three levels of zoom (ZL1, ZL3, and ZL4) similar to MagLens because the pilot experiment found the use of ZL2 to be a detriment for this technique. This interaction is sometimes implemented with fewer sections (for example quadrant-based zooming). It is less common than the other choices and probably more suited to mobile devices that have numeric keypads but not attached pointing devices.

### Navigation Overview {#Sec18}

Many systems provide a separate navigation window showing the user what portion of the entire image they are currently viewing[@CR7],[@CR43]. In our work evaluating several zoomable interfaces for medical image display[@CR37], we found that, when the zooming interactions operated in real time and the full image could be accessed in less than 1 s (for instance via two mouse clicks or two keystrokes), users preferred to operate directly on the image instead of looking to a separate navigation view. Hornbaek et al.[@CR44] reported similar findings for an interface with a larger number of incremental zoom levels (20). They found that users actually performed faster without the navigation view and switching between the navigation and the detail view used more time and added complexity to the task. Because some of the techniques tested in this study (particularly the slow update rate ones) might not perform as well without a navigation view, a navigation window (100 × 100 pixels in the upper-left corner) was included as part of all of the techniques. Based on the pilot study and guidelines[@CR7],[@CR31],[@CR44]--[@CR46] established for navigation overview windows, the overview window was constructed so that it was tightly coupled to the detail window, showed the current location of the cursor, and kept small to leave as much of the screen real estate for the detail window as possible, which was crucial for this study's task.

We developed ten viewing tools corresponding to the ten methods and implemented them as Java 2.0 programs, running on a Dell 8200 computer with 1 GB of memory, and a 20-in. color Sony Trinitron cathode ray tube monitor. The viewing tools, an example image and instructions, are available at <http://ils.unc.edu/bmh/pubs/PanZoom/>.

Results {#Sec19}
=======

Quantitative {#Sec20}
------------

We analyzed the training (first 40 images) and test images (numbered 41--160) to see if the observers reached asymptote performance with their interaction method by the end of their training, so that their test results would not be biased by observers continuing to significantly improve during the study trials. Time for each subject was modeled using least squares as a function of trial number with a modified Michaelis--Menten function which is nonlinear, monotonic, and decreasing to an asymptote. All observers reached asymptote performance by the end of training with most achieving it within the first 10--15 training cases. An example observer's reading times with asymptote curve fit is seen in "Appendix [6](#Sec30){ref-type="sec"}."

The primary quantitative analysis was to compare the ten different methods (five techniques each at two speeds) based on how quickly observers could complete the feature-finding task using that method. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the mean time and standard deviation for each method, calculated across all observers and all trials. To determine whether a particular method performed faster than another, the mean task completion times were compared using the SAS (Cary, NC, USA) GENMOD repeated-measures regression test (1 *df*, complete analysis in "Appendix [7](#Sec31){ref-type="sec"}"). A *P* value of 0.05 or less indicates the null hypothesis that the techniques have the same performance, which is rejected, and that the performance of the two techniques is statistically significantly different from each other. Using the results from this analysis, we grouped the methods into performance groups. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the mean task completion times in seconds averaged across all observers for each method and the performance groupings. Methods were placed in the same performance group if they had similar mean times and did not have statistically significant differences in mean times from all other members of the performance group (using SAS GLM Tukey's Studentized Range Test). This segregated the methods into four groups (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Part of the reason for grouping the techniques is that the group rankings are probably more informative than the individual rank ordering of methods, due to the large standard deviations in detection times due to image and observer effects, as seen in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. A further regression analysis was conducted to compare these resulting groups. All of the groups were found to be statistically significantly different from one another (*p* value \< 0.05), with the exception of group 1 versus group 2. A power analysis based on the existing data show that the study would have to increase from four to seven observers per method in order to reduce the variance sufficiently to demonstrate the difference between group 1 and group 2 at a statistically significantly level. Table 1.The Mean Task Completion Times (seconds)Performance groupMethod nameMean timeSD1ArrowKey Fast76761Pointer Fast791001ScrollBar Fast841082Section Fast971272Section Slow971312Scrollbar Slow98943MagLens Slow1171653ArrowKey Slow1191343Pointer Slow1281464MagLens Fast155176

A regression analysis was also performed to examine the significance of the other two factors (observer and image). The largest determining factor was the method, with the observer and image effect each approximately one third the magnitude. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows how much each of the main effects contributes to determining the speed of detecting targets. Table 2Main EffectsFactor*dfF* valuePr \> *F*Method021.96\<0.0001Observer308.76\<0.0001Image1159.42\<0.0001

The last analysis determined whether the slow versions of techniques generally performed the same or differently than the fast versions of the techniques. A comparison of differences in mean task completion times between the fast and slow versions of each of the five techniques to zero (SAS GENMOD analysis, 5 *df*) determined that the fast techniques were statistically significantly different from the slow ones (*P* value of 0.047). It is evident that they are faster from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, with the exception of the MagLens fast technique which observers had some difficulties with, resulting in it being the poorest performer.

### Qualitative {#Sec21}

A significant amount of valuable information resulted from observing the participants, from the survey, and from the postexperiment testing. We summarize only the highlights here but have included much of the rich qualitative details in "Appendix [8](#Sec32){ref-type="sec"}."

Our observations of the observers closely matched both their comments and their rankings of the techniques. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the rankings of the interaction techniques by the observers, based on their trying each of the techniques at the conclusion of the study. Observers assigned the techniques rankings of 1--5 (1 being the best). The Pointer technique was listed by almost all observers as the best technique. The rest of the techniques all clustered at slightly below average. Table 3Observers' Rankings of Techniques on a 1--5 ScaleTechniqueAverage rankingPointer1.77MagLens3.12ArrowKey3.28ScrollBar3.30Section3.51

Reasons the observers gave for favoring the Pointer method was the natural control it gave them in panning around the image, precise control of the zooming, maintaining context (location in the overall image), and speed of operations. The ArrowKey method was also favored for its speed and precise control of panning and zooming. Participants did not rank it as high because they found the panning motion to be "less smooth" and it was "harder to scan" than with the Pointer method. They did find the ArrowKey technique very effective for systematic searching. Some users found the MagLens interaction desirable because you always maintained the context of where you were in the overall full-resolution image. It was also considered to be a more familiar paradigm than some of the other techniques like the Section. However, many users felt it was difficult to use in practice, saying it was "hard on the eyes" and "is a pain" and several observers who used it complained that it was disorienting to use, with one becoming dizzy as a result. The ScrollBar technique was considered "familiar" yet "old-fashioned." Users felt it gave them good control but with too limited flexibility (i.e., only being able to pan in one dimension at a time versus two for most of the other techniques). Only two of the eight participants who had used the technique in the study ranked it in their top two choices. The Section technique was the least favored of all the techniques. Panning of the image is not directly supported by this technique, in that users have to step up a zoom level and then back down again in an adjacent section to effect a "pan" operation. Users felt this did not allow a natural panning exploration to occur, that too many button clicks were required to pan around, and that the constant zooming in and out frequently caused a loss of context.

The navigation view was very rarely used except for experimenting with it in training. The few instances where it was observed being used during the test cases were in the slow versions.

Discussion {#Sec22}
==========

Our results indicate that some interaction techniques perform quantitatively better for feature detection types of tasks. Integrating the results from the quantitative and qualitative portions of the study did yield several consistent overall themes, and a clearer understanding of the benefits and shortcomings of the individual techniques is presented in this section. It is important to remember, though, that the performance of interaction techniques will clearly depend on the task, and these results may not hold for other types of tasks. Additionally, the chosen surrogate visual detection task is not representative of all types of medical imaging tasks.

Overall Themes {#Sec23}
--------------

**Intuitive and Easy-to-Use Interface Favored** From the qualitative feedback, users expressed clear preferences for intuitive, easy-to-use, and highly interactive user interface techniques. There were common elements to the techniques that performed well quantitatively and were preferred qualitatively. The top three performing techniques supported natural and easy ways to perform image panning. They supported both systematic and intuitive target searching. The most preferred method, Pointer, was favored in a large part because it had the most natural interaction for panning, with hand motion of the pointer corresponding to moving the image viewpoint. The most preferred methods (Pointer, ArrowKey) supported easy control of zooming, in that zoom levels could be selected without the observer moving their hand. Techniques that had more challenging mental models (Section) or difficult interactions (MagLens) were not favored and did not perform as well.

**Simple Interface Favored** Techniques that minimized interactions (keystrokes, mouse clicks, hand motions) tended to perform better, as might be predicted by **Goals**, Operators, Methods, and Selection[@CR47] modeling of the techniques. The Pointer and ArrowKey had the most efficient interactions due to the hand remaining on input device (mouse or arrow keys, respectively), and only one interaction (click) is required for both pan and zoom operations. The Scrollbar method was perhaps the least efficient due to having to move the pointer between three areas and click on small controls (vertical and horizontal scrollbars and the zoom buttons). This was reflected in the user's comments and rankings which made it clear that they did not favor this technique because it did not support natural and quick panning and was too cumbersome for more generalized tasks. However, the Scrollbar method performed well quantitatively for the feature detection task because all the users of this technique adopted a systemic way to scan the image (they scrolled across the image a "row" at a time using only one scrollbar control). Additionally, using multimodal interfaces may add mental distractions for the user. It is possible that the MagLens and Scrollbar interactions may have suffered from this because these two interactions utilized both the mouse and keyboard while the other techniques were primarily keyboard-based (Section, ArrowKey) or mouse-based (Pointer).

**Faster and Real-Time Interactions Preferred** Users clearly favored the faster update rate versions of techniques and also performed better with them in all cases except the MagLens technique, where the fast version had worse performance likely due to the users losing context and getting confused about what part of the image they had already viewed.

Individual Techniques {#Sec24}
---------------------

**ArrowKeys** This was one of the top performers and, while it was significantly behind the Pointer technique in user preference, it was generally favorably reviewed by observers. While this technique was not as natural as the mouse-panning interaction of the Pointer technique, the small discrete movements (left, right, up, down) were easily understood and utilized by the observers. As with the Pointer method, the slow version of this technique did not perform as well because of the reduced interactivity of the pan operation.

**MagLens** While this technique was familiar to most users, and favored by some, it was generally not preferred by those who used it in the experiment, and it performed the worst overall of all the techniques. Interestingly, the fast version was by far the slowest in performance. Users of the fast version tended to try to interactively pan more. When they did this, they lost their position (context) and often became disoriented with respect to what territory they had covered already. The users of the slower version tended to adopt a more methodical search pattern for covering the image at a high zoom level and ended up being more efficient.

**Pointer** This was one of the top performing techniques and the clear favorite of the observers. The interface lends itself well both to systemic tasks like the feature detection task of this experiment and more general tasks, such as manipulating large images or following map driving directions. As computer and graphics card speeds have increased, the panning part of the Pointer interaction (dragging the mouse) is becoming fairly common, and having interactive zoom is beginning to appear in tools. Currently, most tools have a separate interaction for zooming, as in MapQuest, which zooms by mouse clicks on a scale on the screen or keystrokes on the keyboard. This is less efficient than having both the zoom and the panning operations accomplished from the pointing device.[@CR33] An easy way to do this is to zoom via the scrollwheel now commonly found on mouse devices, and this has been adopted by recent applications (for instance GoogleMaps[@CR42] now supports this). This technique is strongly dependent on a fast interaction. The natural connection between the panning motion of the mouse and the movement of the image on the screen was lost due to the update delay in the slow version of the pointer interaction. The result was that the slow version was not favored by users and was next to last in performance.

**Scrollbar** The Scrollbar method was familiar to users. They found it satisfactory for one-dimensional scrolling, as is commonly found in text viewers. However, it was generally viewed as cumbersome for navigating in two dimensions because of having to separately manipulate the vertical and horizontal scrollbar controls. In this experiment, users were able to adapt the task to a series of systematic searches along "rows" of the image, reducing their usage to manipulating a single scrollbar control to move across one "row" at a time. This allowed them to perform efficiently with both the fast and the slow versions of the technique.

**Section** The Section method was the least favored by the observers because most were not familiar with the technique, and the mental model was not as natural to them. However, users were able to become efficient with this technique, and both the fast and the slow version were in the top five in performance. It appeared that the slow version performed as well as the fast version because users tended to not rely on many quick panning motions but instead adopted a systematic section-by-section search pattern, which was not significantly affected by the difference in the slow and fast update rates.

This experiment dealt with a particular feature detection task, and given sufficient training users were, in most cases, able to adapt to the technique they utilized to efficiently perform the task. For most of the techniques, this resulted in the users scanning out the image in rows, with the height of the row being the size of the image seen at either ZL3 or ZL4 (depending on user preference). This type of serialized scanning interaction is formalized in several disciplines; for instance, it was popularized by Laszlo Tabar as a method of training radiology residents in detecting microcalcifications in mammography. The ArrowKey, Scrollbar, and Section techniques support this type of highly structured, linear movement in vertical or horizontal directions, especially well. They are less well suited to supporting navigation in two dimensions, such as following natural objects or anatomy. Observers commented that the Pointer method seemed much more effective for these types of interactions as well as for more general-purpose navigation.

Several factors affect the choice of the technique to utilize in a given situation. In addition to the task, the update rate of the display device and the types of interactions supported by the display device (keyboard only, cell phone--PDA keypad only) are key factors. For devices such as personal computers that commonly have pointing devices and fast update rates, the Pointer method would likely be an effective choice across a wide range of applications. If the update rate is not fast, then a different technique than the Pointer method may be more optimal (e.g., Section or Scrollbar). The ArrowKey and Section interfaces do not require a pointing device and thus may be better suited for small mobile devices such as cell phones and PDAs.

Since the fast versions of the techniques performed significantly better than the slow versions, there is not a single technique that can be considered the best choice for working well under both update conditions. Thus, applications that may be used under both conditions should consider offering more than one interface technique to the user. For this particular task, if only a single technique could be supported, then the Section and Scrollbar techniques might be good candidates since both the slow and fast versions of these techniques were in the top two performance groups.

Thanks to the Interaction Design Lab which hosted the space for the observer experiment and to Chris Weisen of the Odum Institute, who helped with the statistical analysis. Prior work studying different interaction techniques for radiology workstation designs helped lay the groundwork for this study. This included grants from Fischer Imaging and Hologic as well as federally funded grants NIH RO1 CA60193-05, DOD DAMD 17-94-J-4345, NIH RO1-CA 44060, and NIH PO1-CA 47982.

Appendix 1: Postexperiment Questionnaire {#Sec25}
========================================

Observer\# \_\_\_\_\_\_\_  Interaction Technique\_\_\_\_\_\_        Speed Slow\_\_\_\_         Fast\_\_\_\_\_

          

1\. In what ways was the interaction technique you tested successful (in helping you locate known targets on an image larger than the size of your electronic display)?

          

          

2\. In what ways was the interaction technique you tested difficult to use, or made your task more difficult than necessary?

          

          

3\. What do you think would be the ideal interaction technique for the task you were asked to do?

          

          

4\. After trying all the techniques in the study, please rank them best to worst, and describe their comparative advantages for this task?

          

     Method                              Pros                              Cons

\#1

\#2

\#3

\#4

\#5

5\. Do you have any suggestions for improving this experiment?

Appendix 2: Distribution of Targets Within Images {#Sec26}
=================================================

Vertical and horizontal axes are the vertical and horizontal axes of the images used in the experiment (images are 5,000 × 5,000 pixels). The points depicted in the figure each correspond to the center of a target location used with a study image.

Appendix 3: Target and Original Image {#Sec27}
=====================================

The bottom image is the full image (down-interpolated to fit on the screen). Highlighted on it in yellow is a target area. The target area is shown in the top image at original (full) resolution.

Appendix 4: Zoom Levels {#Sec28}
=======================

Below is an image from the study (down-interpolated to fit on the screen). This corresponds to Zoom Level 1 (i.e., you can view the complete image on the screen). Zoom Levels 2, 3, and 4 are highlighted to show the proportional area of the original image that would be seen when viewed at those zoom levels. Thus, under Zoom Level 4, the user would see only as much of the image as is seen in the pink highlighted section. The target size is seen as the small blue box within Zoom Level 4.

Appendix 5: Section Zoom Overlap {#Sec29}
================================

The image below shows the first-level partitioning of the image for the sectional interaction technique. Adjacent sections intentionally overlap so that important information such as targets are not chopped off at the boundaries but can be approached and viewed from any adjacent section. Section 7 (upper left) can be seen to overlap into the adjacent sections on the right (Section 8) as well as below. Similarly, entering Section 8 allows overlap to the same "shared" area between Sections 7 and 8.

Appendix 6: Example Reading Completion Times {#Sec30}
============================================

Appendix 7: Method Versus Completion Time Analysis: A Complete Listing of Pair-Wise Comparisons {#Sec31}
===============================================================================================

The SAS System 13:46 Friday, July 1, 2005

The GENMOD Procedure

Table 4Contrast Estimate ResultsLabelEstimateStandard errorAlphaConfidence limitsChi-squarePr \> Chi sq1 vs 25.414611.48950.05−17.104427.93350.220.63751 vs 3−70.800013.26040.05−96.7900−44.810028.51\<0.00011 vs 47.925017.94120.05−27.239043.08900.200.65871 vs 5−13.077110.31760.05−33.29917.14501.610.20501 vs 6−13.983312.91510.05−39.296611.32991.170.27891 vs 7−44.058316.37990.05−76.1623−11.95447.230.00711 vs 8−33.112512.84210.05−58.2826−7.94246.650.00991 vs 9−34.950015.97040.05−66.2513−3.64874.790.02861 vs 10−12.352125.99690.05−63.305238.60100.230.63472 vs 3−76.214614.12890.05−103.907−48.522429.10\<0.00012 vs 42.510418.59230.05−33.929838.95060.020.89262 vs 5−18.491711.41230.05−40.85933.87592.630.10522 vs 6−19.397913.80540.05−46.45607.66011.970.16002 vs 7−49.472917.09060.05−82.9698−15.97608.380.00382 vs 8−38.527113.73710.05−65.4513−11.60297.870.00502 vs 9−40.364616.69850.05−73.0930−7.63615.840.01562 vs 10−17.766726.45050.05−69.608734.07530.450.50183 vs 478.725019.73580.0540.0434117.406615.91\<0.00013 vs 557.722913.19360.0531.864083.581819.14\<0.00013 vs 656.816715.31080.0526.808186.825213.770.00023 vs 726.741718.32810.05−9.180762.66402.130.14463 vs 837.687515.24920.057.799667.57546.110.01353 vs 935.850017.96300.050.643171.05693.980.04603 vs 1058.447927.26650.055.0067111.88924.590.03214 vs 5−21.002117.89180.05−56.069414.06521.380.24054 vs 6−21.908319.50550.05−60.138516.32181.260.26144 vs 7−51.983321.95370.05−95.0118−8.95495.610.01794 vs 8−41.037519.45730.05−79.1730−2.90204.450.03494 vs 9−42.875021.64990.05−85.3080−0.44203.920.04774 vs 10−20.277129.82460.05−78.732238.17800.460.49665 vs 6−0.906312.84650.05−26.084924.27240.000.94385 vs 7−30.981316.32580.05−62.97921.01673.600.05775 vs 8−20.035412.77310.05−45.07024.99932.460.11675 vs 9−21.872915.91490.05−53.06559.31971.890.16935 vs 100.725025.96290.05−50.161451.61140.000.97776 vs 7−30.075018.07980.05−65.51085.36082.770.09626 vs 8−19.129214.94990.05−48.430510.17221.640.20076 vs 9−20.966717.70970.05−55.677013.74371.400.23646 vs 101.631327.10020.05−51.484254.74670.000.95207 vs 810.945818.02770.05−24.387946.27960.370.54377 vs 99.108320.37480.05−30.825549.04220.200.65487 vs 1031.706328.91230.05−24.960888.37331.200.27288 vs 9-1.837517.65650.05−36.443632.76860.010.91718 vs 1020.760427.06550.05−32.287073.80780.590.44319 vs 1022.597928.68230.05−33.618378.81410.620.4308The first column "label" in the statistical analysis above refers to pair-wise comparison of two methods. The methods are referred to by their numeric code; the coding scheme is shown below.

Method 1: ScrollBar Fast

Method 2: Pointer Fast

Method 3: MagLens Fast

Method 4: ArrowKey Fast

Method 5: Section Zoom Fast

Method 6: ScrollBar Slow

Method 7: Pointer Slow

Method 8: MagLens Slow

Method 9: ArrowKey Slow

Method 10: Section Slow

Appendix 8: Observer Qualitative Comments {#Sec32}
=========================================

This is a direct summary of the experimenter's notes from the experiment, including unsolicited observer comments, answers to the postexperiment questionnaire, and the observer's final comments after trying all five interaction techniques at the end of the experiment.

Individual Techniques {#Sec33}
---------------------

This section examines the target-finding techniques used by participants for each method. We explore what techniques the method seems to encourage and how effective these techniques were, both in the slow version and in the fast version. We will look at data gathered by the experimenter and data that participants provided in the postexperiment survey.

**Scrollbar** Participants using the ScrollBar technique had the lowest average time per image for both the fast and slow tools, along with some of the smallest standard deviations from average time. The experimenter notes help to explain what strategies the tool enabled participants to use to complete the task so successfully. Participants tended to use a combination target-finding strategy that allowed them to take advantage of the technique's utility in navigating to particular areas of the photo, as well as its facility in systematic searching. Many participants would examine the entire image at the ZL1 to choose a location in which to begin scanning. Then, they would zoom into a higher-resolution level (generally ZL3 or ZL4) and begin systematically scanning the picture for the target, beginning the search in the area they had chosen when looking at the entire image. Using this technique, they were able to closely examine the area of the photo where they suspected the target was located. They could freely pan around this area by clicking on the horizontal and vertical scrollbars and dragging them.If they did not find the target in a particular area, they could use a more systematic approach to scan over the entire picture. To ensure that all areas of the picture were covered, several ScrollBar participants would scroll to a corner and scan for the target. If they did not find it, they would click in the empty section of the scrollbar track to move the scrollbar (and therefore the photo) a controlled amount. In this way, participants were able to ensure that they covered all areas of the photo while scanning. This combination of facilities that assist participants in both intuitive searching and brute-force scanning made the ScrollBar technique successful. As one participant commented in answer to the question of how the technique was successful, "It became easier to not search the same areas twice...I began searching in a pattern if the small image was not easily apparent."As noted above, participants were more efficient completing the task with the slow version of the ScrollBar technique than all of the other slow methods, as well as two of the fast methods (Sectional and MagLens). The method seemed to help participants compensate very effectively for the delay. Participants using the slower technique tended to adopt an approach that maximized zooming and minimized panning. They would choose a section of the picture, zoom into it (to ZL2 or ZL3), and search for the target within it. If the target was not found in this area, they would zoom back out and choose another area to examine. This technique allowed participants to focus on clicking to pan as well as zoom, which is much faster than dragging to pan when a delay is present. Instead of scanning the entire picture, participants clicked to the areas that were most likely to contain the target first. If participants were not successful in finding the target using this technique, they could scan the entire photo by zooming into the ZL4 and using clicks, instead of the slower pans, to scan the entire photo.Two of the three participants using the slow ScrollBar method further eliminated the amount of clicking and panning required by never zooming in ZL4. If they wanted to look at part of the image at full resolution, they would simply select an area for target confirmation and examine it closely. If the choice did not match the target, they would cancel the choice. One participant noted that this "allowed several modes of zooming in and let one easily scan in quadrants."Both the fast and slow versions of the technique did garner some complaints from the participants. Four of the six participants commented that they did not like being placed in the center of the image when they zoomed in. One participant noted, "The zoom feature was fairly inaccurate in placement." Another described it as "disconcerting." Two people commented that they would have preferred to be zoomed into a corner instead of the center of the image. Participants also noted that they did not like holding down the scroll bar to see the parts of the image located beneath the target and crosshairs box. One commented, "It's a pain that you have to hold that thing \[the scroll bar\] down if you want to see everything too..." Two ScrollBar participants speculated on ideal search techniques. One commented that she would like "a zoom in/out controlled by cursor placement... and possibly a smooth, faster way of scrolling...What I think I would like best would be a keypad technique with general placement around the picture so parts could be jumped to quickly." She ranked the Sectional method one and the Pointer method two. Another explained that she would prefer "more precise controls---not limited to scroll bars. Bird's eye view---move cursor over picture, where it zooms for you." She ranked the MagLens method one.

**ArrowKey** The fast version of the ArrowKey technique performed very well; it was not statistically different from the fast ScrollBar technique, and standard deviations were quite low. However, the slow version of the ArrowKey was the second to last performer in average target identification time, with high standard deviations. An examination of the way participants used this technique to find targets may provide insight into why this was the case.Like the ScrollBar, the ArrowKey enabled participants to employ a combination of systematic and intuitive searching techniques. Generally, they would choose an area from ZL1 where they felt the target was most likely to be located. They would zoom into ZL2 and examine the area for the target using a panning movement. Panning with the ArrowKey technique entails using the arrow keys to move around the image. Some participants began the task using slow, measured clicking of the arrow keys to pan around, examining the image after each click. This method is very systematic but quite slow. One participant using the slow ArrowKey method chose to hold down the arrow keys to move the image more rapidly in an attempt to compensate for the delay. She lost control of the image several times and it scrolled completely off the screen. All participants, after experimenting with these different panning techniques, settled on a rapid-fire clicking of the arrow keys to pan the image. This seemed to be the most effective panning motion for both the fast and slow versions of the technique. Participants used this motion at ZL2, ZL3, and ZL4.When some participants could not locate the target from ZL2, they chose to zoom to ZL3 to search for the target, using the same panning motion. If they did not find the target in the selected area, they would pan around the entire image at ZL3. Conversely, other participants would pan around the image at ZL2 if they did not find the target in the initially selected area. Participants who were able to identify targets ZL1 or ZL2 generally were faster than participants who routinely scanned the image at ZL3 or ZL4.Participants were generally able to find targets the first time they panned over the image at a zoom level low enough for them to identify the target (as described above, usually ZL2 or ZL3), indicating that systematic searching with the ArrowKey is very effective. One participant noted that she liked that "movement \[of the image\] was easy to judge...when I pushed on an arrow I had a good idea of where I'd end up." Another commented that the panning motion "feels pretty natural." One commented, "Movement in blocks was bothersome, though I got used to it." All of the participants with both versions of the technique avoided ZL4. One person noted, "Zooming in three times...I have to move the image little by little...it becomes very annoying." Two of the six participants "browsed" at ZL4 by selecting targets to see if they were correct or not.Participants using the slow version of the ArrowKey were significantly slower on average than their counterparts using the fast version, although they used many of the same techniques to identify targets. Since the movement of the image with each press of an arrow key is so defined, panning at higher zoom levels (ZL3 and ZL4) was extremely slow and penalized participants far more than panning at ZL2. The participant who was able to regularly select targets from ZL1 and ZL2 was quite a bit faster on average than those participants who selected targets ZL3 or ZL4. One participant commented, "A faster method might have prevented me from catching a glimpse of the target as I did periodically." While these participants were able to take advantage of the ArrowKey's utility for systematic searching, they were penalized with very slow average times per image.By default, the ArrowKey technique moves the picture in the same direction of the clicked arrow (for example, if you click the UP arrow the image moves up) but participants can reverse the cursor direction, so clicking the UP arrow moves the image down, in the same manner as a ScrollBar. Four of the six participants chose to reverse the cursor direction; one participant did not reverse the cursor direction but commented, "The ways the arrows moved the picture felt counter-intuitive."One ArrowKey participant noted that she "would have liked to be able to choose an area to zoom in on without centering the area first." Two ArrowKey participants provided their ideas about an ideal technique; both of them framed their ideas as improvements of the ArrowKey. One participant explained, "This \[technique\] was fine---could be improved by adding a smooth scroll." The other participant expressed a related idea: "It would be nice to have a way---like in Photoshop---to make both short and long 'nudges' when moving/searching across an area."

**Pointer** The fast version of the Pointer technique performed virtually the same as the fast ArrowKey technique, while the slow version was one of the worst performers. The Pointer technique enables many of the searching techniques used by participants with the ScrollBar and the ArrowKey, while providing several utilities that helped participants overcome the technique delay. As with the other methods, participants using the Pointer tried to avoid ZL4, finding panning at this level to be prohibitively slow. Participants using the fast version of the technique used a combination of zooming and panning that tended to focus on a panning technique. These participants panned by clicking on the picture and dragging it across the screen at a medium speed, sometimes speeding up or slowing down the panning motion, depending on how closely they wished to examine a particular area.Two of the participants would begin searching with a more intuitive approach, choosing the most likely area for the target to zoom into first and then proceed to a full-image scan at the ZL1 or ZL2. One participant mentioned that she felt scanning for the target was faster than trying to deduce where it was and searching for it in a particular location. While both of these participants employed scanning heavily, they did avoid the parts of the images where they felt the target was less likely to be located. One participant said she liked the technique because "it helped me focus on the parts of the image that I thought were important and disregard the rest of the image."The third participant using the fast version of the Pointer employed more zooming than panning techniques to find targets. She would zoom in to ZL2 or ZL3 where she thought the target might be, and, if she did not find it, she would zoom back out and choose a different location. This technique was not at all systematic; although she found a number of targets very quickly, she took such a long time on other targets that the standard deviation for her target-finding times was quite high. Her average time was also significantly lower than that of the first two participants.Participants using the slow version of the Pointer relied on somewhat different strategies to locate targets that helped them to compensate for the delay in the technique. After experimenting with different combinations of panning and zooming to navigate around images, all three of these participants moved to a target-finding technique that concentrated more on zooming than on panning. The two most successful of the three participants minimized dragging to pan by carefully examining the entire picture at ZL1 before choosing an area to zoom into using ZL2. They performed the same actions when choosing to zoom in to ZL3. If they could not find the image using zooming techniques, they would pan around the image at ZL3 instead of ZL4. One of these participants commented that she liked the targeted panning that the technique allows: "I was able to drag and circulate around an area." The least successful of the three participants did spend a good deal of time panning at ZL3 and ZL4. He compensated for the slowness of the technique by clicking on the image at one edge of the screen and dragging the cursor to the other edge of the screen, thereby examining the image in chunks, instead of using the constant panning motion that participants with the faster technique employed. The Pointer technique's ability to accommodate direct zooming, enabling a focus on zooming instead of panning, as well as its flexibility in the ways participants could pan with it, helps to explain why the slow version of this technique helped participants compensate for the delay more than the slow version of the ArrowKey.In general, the Pointer participants were very comfortable working with the technique. One commented, "I have an established comfort level with mousing and zooming." However, they did make several comments about how they would like to see the technique improved. Two participants mentioned that they sometimes had difficulty with left mouse clicks; when they would click to zoom in, nothing would happen. One commented, "If you were switching from drag to zoom and moved the mouse slightly the system often didn't read the switch." Two participants commented that they would like for the image to recenter itself if they zoomed all the way out to ZL1 (full-image view), so that they could restart the search process with the image already centered. Two participants would have liked to be able to select targets using the mouse instead of the keyboard; one of these suggested using a three-button mouse.One participant mentioned that she would be interested in a technique that used the keyboard instead of the mouse to move the image because "my eyes are faster than my hand;" she thought a keyboard technique might enable faster scanning. However, when she saw the ArrowKey and Sectional techniques she commented that they had "too many buttons." No other participants speculated about techniques that may have helped them performed the task in a better way. This indicates that they all found the technique to be easy and intuitive to use.

**Sectional** The Sectional fast and slow methods performed about as well as one another; they were ranked as the fifth and sixth fastest methods, respectively. This technique was very good for systematic searching but had several major disadvantages that prohibited it from performing as well as the Pointer, ArrowKey, and ScrollBar fast methods. Participants using the fast and slow versions of the Sectional technique employed a systematic method for searching for targets. They would choose one of the nine sections to zoom into, from ZL1 to ZL3. While two of the fast participants tended to start in the same quadrant every time, the rest of the participants examined the picture to determine the section most likely to contain the target. They would zoom into the chosen section and then zoom into each section within it. Only one of the participants tended to find most of the targets at the first level of zoom. Unlike with the other techniques, participants did not tend to avoid the highest zoom level (ZL4). This may be because the quadrant zoom only uses three levels of zoom instead of four and because, since this method does not allow for panning, participants were not concerned with incurring the penalty for panning at the lowest level.Virtually all of the participants commented on the technique's usefulness for systematic scanning; one commented, "It was quite easy to be methodical." Another participant explained it was "fairly easy to systematically zoom in on targets. Once I developed a kind of methodology for finding targets, I was able to zoom in and out quickly using the keyboard." Reliance on a scanning system could be a disadvantage at times. Participants using the fast version of the Sectional tended to scan through the picture very quickly. All three of them noted that at different times they would become so involved with the rapid systematic search that they would miss a target or forget where they had already looked. Interacting with the method placed a mental burden on the participants, causing them to lose focus on the detection task at times. One participant noted, "One problem I have is that I start with my system and then I get distracted and start somewhere else, and then I forget where I've gone and where I've been." Another said about the Sectional, "Although methodical, if you lost your train of thought you found yourself guessing as to whether or not you had been in that particular quadrant." They all struggled to make sure they slowed themselves down when scanning at the lowest level of zoom, so that they could keep track of where they had been and be sure they had not missed the target.Participants using the slow version of the technique tended to be more careful and methodical than their counterparts using the fast version. They carefully chose sections to zoom into from ZL1 and from ZL3. This helped them minimize the number of clicks it took them to find a target. Like the participants using the fast Sectional, they found they had better results finding targets when they approached the task more systematically and less intuitively. This was the second fastest of the slow methods; because it is a method that does not require any panning, it was not plagued by the penalty panning incurs in the slow Pointer and ArrowKey methods.All six of the participants using the Sectional complained that sometimes at ZL4 targets were split between two quadrants or located in a corner of a quadrant instead of the center. They wanted to have finer control of where they were zooming. One participant expressed this when he said the technique gave him "not enough control over exactly where I would want to zoom." Participants noted that finding targets such as a road or a utility pole in a string of power lines was very challenging because the quadrant zoom does not enable linear searching or tracking features in arbitrary directions; they were much more successful with discrete targets.At the same time, participants found that ZL3, which overlaps the edges of the sections to a significant degree, could be confusing. One complained, "The computer keeps showing me the same two double-wides, no matter which section I go to!" One observer felt the overlaps at ZL3 were not consistent: "When I hit the 3 \[key\], I expect to get 50% more information, but I only get 10% new information." Although we fine-tuned the tool to ensure that the overlaps were consistent, he did not feel that he got an equal amount of information in each new section. Finding an appropriate amount of overlap between sections, so that users were able to see all features completely in at least one section, was therefore problematic. While some overlap seemed to be necessary, it is difficult to determine how much is optimal.Four participants also noted that they did not find the crosshair tool useful; since they were navigating around the image with the keyboard instead of the mouse, it did not provide them with any information and was sometimes in the way.All of the Sectional participants had ideas about an ideal interaction technique; they all requested finer control over zooming. Two participants explicitly mentioned that they would like to use a scrolling technique; one said, "A combination of section and scroll techniques might work well so you could get to a high level of zoom quickly and then scroll to see those areas that were not fully captured in that particular section." Two other participants requested finer zoom control with the mouse. One said he would like "using the mouse to either select or click and drag an area for zooming in." One participant requested a "notation of where I had already searched" so she would not lose track of the quadrants she had visited.

**MagLens** The slow version of the MagLens technique performed fairly well; it was faster on average than the Pointer and ArrowKey slow techniques. However, the fast MagLens was the worst performing technique in the test set. While the MagLens technique can be particularly useful for spot checking for targets, its lack of support for systematic searching may have placed it at the bottom of the list of target-finding techniques.Participants using both versions of the MagLens used similar strategies to search for targets. They would examine the full image to identify locations where the target was likely to be located. They would then zoom in one or two times in the likely locations and pan around those areas looking for the target. This selective magnification technique was fairly successful for most participants. The participants with faster average times per image, using both versions of the technique, were very adept at picking out targets using this method.If selective magnification was not successful, participants would move to a full scan of the image. Full scanning involved moving the magnification lens, at either ZL3 or ZL4, over the entire image in a lawnmower motion. Five of the participants avoided scanning with ZL4 if possible, only moving to that zoom level after a full scan with ZL3 did not produce a result. As one participant explained, "If you use the highest level of zoom \[ZL4\], it is easier to see objects but harder to scan, because you lose the context of where you are looking."In comparison to participants using other techniques, MagLens participants spent a lot of time examining the full image. This is likely related to the fact that they had access to the full image even when they were utilizing the two zoom levels. Unlike users of the Sectional technique, participants seemed to struggle with the two levels of zoom. Although no participants explicitly requested an extra level of zoom, one participant explained, "Though two levels of zoom were necessary for locating the targets, scanning on the highest level \[ZL4\] was nearly impossible, but it was difficult to recognize the objects on the other level \[ZL3\]."Participants using both versions of the MagLens struggled with knowing exactly where they had already scanned. This problem is exacerbated (in both versions of the technique) by the fact that the area that is magnified in the lens is much smaller than the area that is covered by the lens; in other words, when a small area is being magnified, a large area around it is neither visible under the lens or visible in the full-image view. See Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for an illustration of this loss of context. Fig. 2MagLens magnification area vs area covered by the lens. ZLB is ZL3 and ZLC is ZL4 for the MagLens interaction method.One participant described this when she complained about the "loss of accuracy" the technique causes. Participants with the fast MagLens technique found it extremely difficult to scan systematically; two of the participants mentioned that they sometimes went too fast and scanned over targets, while one participant mentioned that scanning the picture at ZL4 made her feel motion sick. These comments indicate that the participants did not have a good sense of exactly what portions of the picture they had magnified and which portions they had not yet viewed in the lens and found the physical sensation caused by panning a small object over a large object was nauseating.Participants using the slow version of the MagLens technique also had difficulties performing full-image scans, but they were on average more successful. Two of the participants complained about the delay in the slow version. One commented, "The motion of the image as the cursor moved was jerky and there seemed to be a delay so that it was hard to tell how quickly and how far to move the mouse in relation to where I wanted to zoom in on the image." However, this slight slowness seemed to help participants to control the mouse better than participants with the fast MagLens. This may have improved their ability to be systematic in the scanning process, leading to better average times overall.Two participants mentioned that they never use the crosshair tool; since the full image is always visible, they do not find it helpful. One participant would have liked for the magnifying lens itself to have an outline so that it could be more easily distinguished from the rest of the image. Another participant wanted to move between the two magnification levels without having to turn off the magnification lens in between.Four participants who used the MagLens technique provided ideas for an ideal technique. Two participants suggested augmenting the existing technique to include some notification, either in the form of a grid or a color overlay, indicating where they had already scanned. One participant said, "it would have been easier if the whole screen enlarged instead of one square superimposed on the screen." Another mentioned that she would have preferred a method that utilizes the keyboard instead of the mouse; she explained, "If I was able to use the keyboard to control the cursor, I \[would\] feel more comfortable and I also feel this technique \[would be\] more flexible."

Attitudes Toward Techniques {#Sec34}
---------------------------

Since each study participant only had the opportunity to use a single technique throughout the study, we were unable to complete a comprehensive evaluation of participant attitudes towards the techniques. However, we did give them the opportunity to see all five fast versions of the techniques after they had completed the study. Participants were shown the five techniques and then asked to rank them from the technique they would most like to use (1) to the one they would least like to use (5). They were also asked to note the pros and cons of each method. Results are included in the main paper "[Results](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}" section.

In many cases, participants' rankings of the methods echoed their comments made during the experiment or on the other sections of the survey. They chose methods that they believed would give them the features they wished their method had, such as more precise zooming controls or a better understanding of the context in which they were searching. Specific participant comments on the methods are discussed below.

**Pointer** Participants ranked the Pointer technique as one they would most like to use by an overwhelming margin. Many participants commented that they believed this technique would give them "more control" over zooming and panning around the image. It was described as "fast" and several participants commented that they felt it would provide a good sense of their location within the image (so that they would not get lost within the image). Several participants described the technique as "user-friendly" or "intuitive." One participant commented that the technique "mimic\[ed\] Net searching." However, two participants felt the technique would cause them to lose their orientation within the image, and one participant described searching with the Pointer as "hit or miss."The four participants who used the fast version of the technique all ranked it first; two of them noted that it gave them "more control" than the other methods. Participants who used the slow version all ranked it between first and third.

**ArrowKey** Participants ranked the ArrowKey in the middle behind the Pointer. They commented that, like the Pointer, it gave them "more control" while completing the task but that it was "harder to scan" with it than with the Pointer. Participants found the ArrowKey useful for "systematic" and "controlled" searching. However, one participant described the panning motion as "less smooth" and several participants noted that they felt using the keyboard buttons was overly complicated. One participant explained that there were "too many buttons"; another commented there was "too much to do" to make the technique work.Two of the participants who used the fast version of the ArrowKey technique ranked the method first. Users of the slow version ranked it in the bottom three of the techniques.

**MagLens** Although this technique did not perform well in the efficiency portion of the study, many participants ranked the MagLens as well as the other non-Pointer methods in the survey. A number of participants commented that they found the motion of the lens to be "smooth" and liked that "you don't lose context in the image" because the entire image is always visible. They also described it as easy to use; two participants commented that the technique might feel "familiar" to many users. However, a number of participants noted that the MagLens might be "hard on the eyes." One participant noted that it might make her "dizzy," and another said, "This one just plain is a pain." There seemed to be a difference between just trying it once and using it more extensively. The observers who actually used MagLens during the study generally ranked it very poorly. It was only ranked first or second in two cases, both by MagLens slow technique users.

**ScrollBar** The ScrollBar was ranked in the middle group in the survey, although it was one of the top three fast performers and was the most efficient slow performer. Two participants felt the technique gave them "more control" and one noted that it is "fluid and fast." However, several others complained that it did not provide enough mobility or flexibility. Several participants described it positively as "familiar," indicating that users might be comfortable with it. However, two other participants described it as "old-fashioned."The participants who used the ScrollBar did not tend to rank it highly. One fast participant ranked it first; one slow participant ranked it second; and the rest ranked it in the bottom three techniques. Those that did not rank it high complained that it was "not flexible." In general, users indicated that while they were able to adapt their search style to make efficient use of the technique during the study, they did not like using this technique as well as the others (except sectional).

**Sectional** The Sectional ranked as the technique participants would least like to use. Most participants felt the technique would cause them to lose the context of the surrounding image, and they had concerns that targets might get "cut off." Several participants noted the technique did not provide them enough control. A few participants felt the keyboard system was too hard and contained "too many clicks." However, a few participants was very enthusiastic about the technique. One participant liked the ability to "dissect the picture." Another commented that it may be "hard to get lost" within the image. Several participants thought the technique was fast.One participant with the fast version ranked the Sectional first, and one with the slow version ranked it second. All of the other Sectional participants ranked the technique in the bottom three.
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